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IV
EXISTENCE AND OSCILLATION THEOREMS FOR A GLASS OF
NON-LINEAR SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the existence 
and oscillation of solutions of some initial value problems and boundary 
value problems associated with the real, scalar differential equation
(1.1) y" + yF(t,y,y') = 0, a :£ t < b,
where F is a real-valued continuous function bounded above and below by 
non-negative continuous functions F(y) and F(y) which satisfy certain 
monotoneity properties. Section 2 below gives a more precise formula­
tion of the problem.
Nehari [5], [6], has established conditions under which, for 
any positive integer n, the boundary problem
y" + yF(t,y )̂ = 0,
(1.2)
y(a) = 0 = y(b),
has a solution which vanishes precisely n - 1 times in the open interval 
(a,b), (see [6; Thm. 3.2]). The conditions required by Nehari will be 
seen, in Section 6 below, to imply the conditions which we require here 
for equation (l.l), with the exception that Nehari does not assume a 
Lipschitz condition on F, as is done in the present work. Because of 
this assumption of a Lipschitz condition, the results of this paper do
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not include the corresponding results of Nehari. However, since equation
(1.1) may involve y' explicitly, and since the function F of equation
(1.1) need not be an even function of y, the class of equations discussed 
here differs considerably from that discussed by Nehari.
The differential equation
(1.3) y" + y4(t,y,A) = 0,
where A is a real parameter, was studied by Moroney [4], who employed a
Prufer transformation to obtain results concerning the existence and 
oscillation of solutions of (1.3) on the interval [0,l], for boundary 
conditions y(0) = 0 = y(l), y'(0) = 1, and also for more general boun­
dary conditions. The function was assumed to be continuous and non­
negative on 0 ̂  t ■£ 1, -oo<y<co, oi<A«», and to satisfy certain 
conditions on behavior with respect to the variables y and A, and
V  A
extensive use was made of functions *̂ (y,A) and ̂ (y,A), defined, respec­
tively, as the supremum and infimum of ÿ(t,y,A) on 0 6 t 1. The
functions F(y) and F(y) used in this paper will be seen to have several
y Aproperties in common with the functions (p and <p of Moroney.
Section 3 below is devoted to results on existence and 
oscillatory behavior of solutions of (l.l) which satisfy initial con­
ditions y(a) = 0, y'(a) = /I. The principal theorems of this paper 
appear in Section 4, where it is shown that for each positive integer n 
the differential equation (l.l) has a solution which satisfies y(a) = 0 
= y(b) and vanishes exactly n - 1 times in (a,b). A similar result is 
given for the boundary conditions y(a) = 0 = y'(b).
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In Section 5, a variational problem with an inequality side
condition is employed to give an alternate treatment of some of Nehari's
results concerning the boundary problem (1.2), under the additional 
assumption that F(t,s) has a continuous partial derivative Fg(t,s). 
Section 6 gives a discussion of a particular class of differential 
equations of the form (l.l), which in turn includes the equation treated 
in Section 5. The hypotheses used in Section 6 are similar in some 
respects to the conditions assumed by Moroney [4], and the results of 
the section serve to clarify the relationship between the results of 
the present paper and the corresponding results of Nehari and Moroney.
2. Formulation of the problem. If F = F(t,y,r) is a real­
valued continuous function defined on
D: a ^ t  Sib, -oo<y<oOj -oo<r-̂ oo,
a real-valued function y = y(t) defined on an interval [“‘•,/s] S [a,b] 
will be called a solution of the differential equation
(2.1) y" + yF(t,y,y') = 0
on if y € C"[ot,p] and y(t) satisfies (2.l) for all t 6
We will be concerned with existence and oscillation of solutions 
of the initial value problem
(2.1) y" + yF(t,y,y') = 0,
I*: (2.2) y(a) = 0, y' (a) = jU, 




(2.1) y" + yF(t,y,y') = 0,
(2.3) y(a) = 0 = y(b);
(2.1) y" + yF(t,y,y') = 0,
(2.4) y(a) = 0 = y'(b).
The symbol D will always be used below to denote the set 
[a,bj X  R X R, as at the beginning of this section. It will be assumed 
throughout Sections 2, 3, and 4 that F(t,y,r) is continuous on D and 
satisfies the following conditions:
CONDITION (l). F = F(t,y,r) is. defined on D, and there exist 
continuous functions F = F(y) and F = F(y), defined on ( - 0 0 , 0 0  ), with the 
following properties :
(2.5a) . 0 6 F(y) 6 F(t,y,r) < F(y) for all (t,y,r) é D ,
(2.5b) F(y) = 0 if and only if y = 0, F(y) = 0 if and only if y = 0.
(2.5c) y2 > yi ̂  0 or yg c y]_ ̂  0 implies F(y2) ^ F(yj_) aud Ffyg) 2r Ffŷ ), 
(2.5d) lim F(y) = lim F(y) = +=>=.
y  +00 y  * . -0 0
CONDITION (11). F(t,y,r) is. locally Lipschitzian in (y,r) on 
D; that is. for each point e D there is a neighborhood V:'
j I y-)?|<&, )r-p|<ry, and a k > 0 such that if (t.ŷ .r̂ ) and 
(tfYgirg) are in VnD then
|F(t,ŷ ,r^)-F(t,y2,r2)|tË k̂ lŷ -Ngl + jri-rgj).
A V
The functions <#>(y, A) and ̂ (y,A) which are used by Moroney [4] in 
discussing the equation y" + y(ji(t,y,A) = 0, as noted aboye in Section 1, 
also have the properties (2.5a, b, c) for fixed A. The conditions (2.5) 
arise quite naturally in attempting to generalize the problem (l.2) of
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Nehari. For examplê  if n is a positive integer, the differential 
equation
(2.6)  y" + p ( t , y ' )  = o
satisfies the hypotheses required by Nehari in [s] and [6] if p(t,r) is
a positive continuous function which is independent of r. On the other
hand, (2.6) satisfies the conditions of the present paper if p(t,r) is
a continuous function having uniform positive lower and upper bounds on
[a,b] X R and satisfying a local Lipschitz condition with respect to r. 
This can be seen by noting first that (2.6) is of the form (2.1) with 
F(t,y,r) = p(t,r)y2R for all (t,y,r) € D; if p and p are defined as the 
respective supremum and infimum of p(t,r) on [a,b] X R then F(y) = p ŷ ,̂ 
F(y) = p y^^ satisfy properties (2.5), and F(t,y,r) satisfies conditions 
(I) and (II).
3. Properties of solutions of the initial value problem Î .
Let F = F(t,y,r) be continuous on D and satisfy the local Lipschitz 
condition (ll). It follows from standard existence and uniqueness 
theorems, (e.g. [2; pp. 156-15?]), that for each real number there is 
a largest half-open interval [a,jŜ ) C [a,b] such that the problem ly/ 
has a solution defined on [a,^). Furthermore, it follows that:
(i) yĵ (t) is the unique solution of lŷ on any subinterval [a,ys) 
of [a,y3ŷ ), and
(ii) the functions y(t,̂ ) = ^(t) and y'(t,ju) = ŷ (t) are continuous 
in (t,̂ ) on [a,̂ y|), -oo<yu<«5.
The symbol [a,ySŷ) will always denote the largest half-open 
subinterval of [a,b] on which has a solution. In particular, if lŷ
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has a solution 3̂ (t) on the whole interval [a,b], then ^  = b and ŷ (t) 
is the unique solution of on [a,b].
It may be noted that the only use made of the local Lipschitz 
condition (ll) in Sections 3 and 4 is to insure the uniqueness of solu­
tions of (2.1), so that a uniqueness assumption could be substituted for 
condition (ll). The local Lipschitz condition is retained, however, for 
simplicity of statement in referring to classical results.
THEOREM 3.1. Let F(t,y,r) he_ continuous on D and satisfy 
conditions (l) and (ll), and let m 0 satisfy the condition
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(3.1) F(m(b-a)) = ~T~~3 •  ̂ '4(b-a)̂
Then for all jx é (0,m) the solution ŷ (t) of the initial value problem 
exists on [a,b], and ŷ (t) > 0 on (a,b); in particular. ŷ (t) ^ 0 on 
(a,b] for such values yU.
For arbitrary /I > 0 let ŷ (t) be the unique solution of 
on [a,̂ )̂. The continuity of ŷ  on [a,^) insures the existence of an
interval [a,T) throughout which yjg|̂(t) > 0. Define T = T^ by
(3-2) T = sup { T I T € [a,/3̂ ), ŷ (t) > 0 for all t € [a,t) } .
We note that a -=• T i and that T is a well-defined function of fx .
Clearly ̂ (t) > 0 on a ̂  t ̂  T, so (2.1), with (2.5a), implies ŷ '(t) < 0
on a <• t < T; hence 3̂ (t) is decreasing on [a,T) and satisfies
0 < 5^(t)</^ for all t € (a,T). Therefore, L = lim^^^_y^(t) exists
and satisfies 0 s 1 ̂  jX. Also, since ŷ (t) > 0 on [a,T), Ĵ (t) is
increasing on [a,T), and
/t ,
0 < y,,(t) = / y (s)ds ü(t-a), a < t < T,
r  Va ^
80 that rj s lim̂ _̂ _̂;̂ (t) exists and satisfies
(3.3) 0 ^ ri ^ )U(T-a).
If T = ^  = b, and 3̂ (T) and ŷ (T) are not defined, we may
define
(3.4) ŷ (T) = /? = lim^̂ j_y^(t), ŷ (T) = lim^^_y^(t).
The function ÿ̂ (t) is then a solution of (2.1) on the closed interval 
[a,b], with ŷ (t) > O o n a - = t - = b  and ŷ (t) > 0 on a t i b, so that 
ŷ (t) is the desired solution of on [a,b]. Thus, to complete the 
proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that T = = b holds for all
jX 6 (0,m), where m satisfies (3.l). That such an m exists follows from 
the properties of the function F.
In the remainder of the proof, the subscript jU on will be
omitted, so that ŷ ît) is denoted simply by y(t). For fX> 0, we note
first that if T then y'(T) = 0, for otherwise y'(T) > 0, and the
continuity of y' then implies that y'(t) > 0 in some interval [a,T+€),
£ >0, which contradicts the definition of T.
Now assume that T < y8̂, so that y'(T) = 0. If both sides of
(2.1) are multiplied by 2y', and use is made of the condition y'(T) = 0, 
it follows that
(3.5) y' (t) = j F[s,y(s), y'(s)]2y(s)y'(s)ds, a. t <=■
The function z = y(s), a < s ^ T, is strictly increasing on [a,T] and 
therefore has an inverse s = V(z), 0 ̂  z ̂  Yl , where = y(T).
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Substituting in (3.5), one obtains
(3.6) y'2(t) = / F[f(z),z,l/y (z) ] 2zdz.
Jy(t)
Using (3.6), we write
T-a = f dt = f = f ( f FMz),z,l/y(z)] 2zdz) ^̂ ŷ'(t)dt,
Ja Ja Vy'2(t) Ja jy(t)
Since y(a) = 0 and y(T) = , this implies
^( r
'0 Jy
-1 /?(3.7) T-a = J (j F[V'(z),z,l/y'(z) ] 2zdz) dy,
and (2.5a) and (3.7) imply
'n rn
AT-a >J" (J' F(z)2zdz) '̂̂ d̂y.
Substitution of y = gives
0̂ -̂YJV
f . -1/2T-a ^ ( F(z)2zdz) >̂ dv
-Jn Jyiv"
and substituting z = Ŷs then yields
T-a 2: r A [  F(v7s)2sds) ^̂ r̂]dv = f ( [ F(̂ s)2sds) 
Jn -'v Jn -'v
By (2.5c), F(vys) ̂  F(r/) for all sé[v,l], so
T-a > r  [F(Yf) f 2sds]'^^^dv= [F(%)]"̂ /2 T
J n  -'v -̂ n
and therefore
_ ZT(' n I "I/2
From (3.3), we have the inequality
0 < Y} /l(T-a) - ^{h-a) 
which, with (2.5c) and (3.8), implies
T - a à g(FQu(b-a)])"^
For m as in the statement of the theorem, it follows that if 0 -= yW -s m 
then T - a a: b - a. Since y!^< b, this contradicts the assumption made 
above that T and hence T = ^ b holds if m. The case
T “ < b is impossible, for y(T) and y'(T) could then again be defined
by (3.4), and y(t) could be continued as a solution of (2.1) to an 
interval [a, y^+6), (S > 0, which contradicts the definition of ŷ . 
Therefore T = yâŷ = b for all ju such that 0 «= yW < m, which, as noted 
above, completes the proof of the theorem.
We now prove two lemmas which will be needed for Theorem 3.2 
and for the results in Section 4. In both these lemmas, the interval 
fa,^) is again defined as in the remarks preceding Theorem 3.1.
LEMMA, 3.1. Let F(t,y,r) W  continuous on D and satisfy 
conditions (l) and (ll), and for yU e R let 3̂ (t) ^  the unique solution 
of the initial value problem defined on [a,ySp. If 3̂ (t) has only 
finitely many zeros on [a,^), then = b, and ŷ (t) can be extended to 
the closed interval [a,b] as a solution of lŷ.
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We again omit the subscript on and write y(t) = (t).
Given y(t) = 3̂ (t) as stated, let Z be the largest zero of y(t) on 
[a, . Attention will be restricted to the case in which y(t) > 0 on
; the proof for the case y(t) <■ 0 on (T,ŷ ) is similar. From
(2.1) and (2.5a)' it follows that y"(t) 0 on (T,ŷ ), so y'(t) is
decreasing on . Therefore L s lim^^^ _y'(t) exists and satisfies
-oo <  L < y ' ("I"). Also y(t) is bounded above on (T,y^), so that there 
exists a finite constant M > 0 such that y(t) ̂  M on (TT,ŷ ).





^'(tg) - y'(t^)= J  J -y(t)F[t,y(t),y'(t)]dt,
and hence
(3.9) [̂ '(tg) - y'(ti)|:S y(t)F(y(t))dt MF(M)• jtg-tJ .
Thus y'(t) is Lipschitzian on (T,ŷ ) and hence bounded, so L is finite. 
From (3.9) it follows also that lim, . y(t) exists. If y(t) and y'(t) 
are defined at t = ̂  by
(3.10) y(^) = lim^ . _y(t), y'(/ )̂ = L,
then y(t) is a solution of (2.1) on [a,^], and if ^  < b then y(t) can
be extended as a solution of (2.1) to an interval [a,^ + h),  ̂> 0,
which contradicts the definition of Therefore b, and y(t) as
extended by (3.10) is a solution of on [a,b], which completes the 
proof.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let F(t,y,r) W  continuous on D and satisfy 
conditions (l) and (ll). For € R, let yg(t) ^  «le unique solution 
of the initial value problem on some closed interval [a,c] ç [a,b ]. 
Then there exists sm m > 0 such that for all yu e - m, + m) the 
solution ^(t) of is defined on the interval [a,c]. If yg(t) has
precisely n zeros on the open interval (a,c), then; (i) if ygCc) ^ 0, 
there exists a ô € (0,m) such that for all jJ. 6 (yUg - 6 , + 6 ) the
solution y (t) of defined on [a,c] vanishes exactly n times in (a,c),
/A
and y (c) ^ 0; (ii) if yg(c) = 0, there exists a Ô e (0,m) such that 
for all jl e(yUQ - Ô*, yUg + the solution y^(t) of defined on
[a,c] vanishes either n or n + 1 times in (a,c].
The first conclusion of the lemma follows from standard 
embedding theorems for solutions of differential equations, (e.g.
[2; pp. 163-164]).
To proceed to the proof of the second part of the lemma, let 
tg,t]_, . ..,t%€[a,c) be such that
(i) a = tg < t̂  <...-=• t^ c,
(ii) yo(tj) = 0, (j = l,...,n),
(iii) 7g(t) ^ 0 for t e (tj_̂ ,tj. ), (j = 1,...,n), and for t e (t^,c).
Then 7g(tj) # 0, (j = 0,1,...,n), because the only solution of (2.l) 
satisfying y(T) = 0, y' (T) = 0 for some t € [a,b] is y(t) =0, a ̂  t ̂  b.
Thus there exists a Tf > 0 such that for each of the intervals
Vg - [a,a+V), Vj = (tj-'JT, tj+lT), ( j = l,...,n),
ŷ (t) is of constant sign in V., = 0 for i i j, and V. c[a,c).
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(j = 0,1,...,n). For m ̂  0 as in the first conclusion of the lemma, 
the continuity of ^(t) = and y^(t) = y'(t,yU) in (t,̂ u), as noted
in the remarks preceding Theorem 3.1, insures that y(t,̂ ) and y'(t,̂ ) 
are uniformly continuous on any compact set S: a 6t-^ c,
where is an arbitrary fixed number satisfying 0 Thus for
arbitrary £ > 0 there exists a 6 e (0,m̂ ) such that if |/X-̂q| 6
then jy(t,yu) - yo(t)|< £ and |y'(t,/̂ ) - yô(t)| ̂  £ for all t 6 [a,c].
It follows that there exists a 5̂  € (o,m̂ ) such that if
I/̂-jUqI c <$2 then ŷ (t) does not change sign on Vj,(j = 0,1,...,n), so 
ŷ (t) has at most one zero on each Vj,(j = 0,1,...,n), and, in particu­
lar, the only.zero of ^(t) in Vq is t = a. Now if yQ(o) # 0, the only ' 
zeros of yg(t) on (a,c] occur in the intervals , (j = l,...,n), and 
ygft) changes sign in each , (j = l,...,n); consequently there exists 
a € (0,m2) such that if < 6g then yĵ (t) vanishes in ,
(j = l,...,n), and 3̂ (t) 0 for t € [a,c] - U  V.. Therefore, if
r j -0 J
6=min f then -=■ 6 implies that ^  (t) exists on [a,c] and has
exactly n zeros in (a,c), and 3̂ (c) # 0, which completes the proof for 
the case 7g(c) ^ 0.
If yg(c) = 0, then for €(t%,c) the preceding argument assures 
the existence o f  a 6 (O/m̂ ) such that if < 6̂  then ŷ (t) is
defined on [a,c] and has exactly n zeros in (a,ĉ ), and ^(c^) ^0. A 
similar type of argument shows that.there exists a 6^ € (0,m̂ ). such that 
if l/̂-yügl 5^ then ŷ (t) has at most one zero in (c-|_>c]. Thus if 
S = min {6̂ , 6̂ }, then |/X-/iol 5̂  implies that 5Jy(t) exists on [a,c] 
and has precisely n or n + 1 zeros in (a,cj, which completes the 
proof.
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Again, let F(t,y,r) be continuous on D and satisfy conditions 
(l) and (ll), and for each yU eR let ŷ (t) be the solution of the 
initial value problem on [a,yŜ ). It will be proved inductively that 
for every positive integer n there exists > 0 such that if yx
then ŷ (t) has at least n zeros on (a,^). The theorem will be stated 
formally following the discussion for the case n = 1, because certain 
expressions in the statement of the theorem arise naturally in this 
discussion.
As before, the subscript yW on is omitted. Assume that 
>0, and, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, define T = T^ by
T = sup {t j t é [a,^), y' (t) > 0 for all t € [a,t) } -.
Then T is a well-defined function of jk for fX> 0 and satisfies 
a T ̂ A s  shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, either T b so
that y(T) and y*(T) exist, or T = b and y(t) can be extended to [a,b] as 
a solution of (2.1) by use of equations (3.4); also, if T<y?^, then 
y'(T) = 0.
Multiplying both sides of (2.1) by 2y' and integrating, we
obtain
(3.11) y' (̂t) - y'̂ (a) + f F[s,y(s),y'(s)]2y(s)y'(s)ds =0, a < t 6 b.
-̂ a
As noted following equation (3.5), one may substitute z = y(s), s =f(z), 
0 ̂  z £ y(T), to obtain, with y'(a) = yx, the equation
o o ry(t)
(3.12) y'^(t) = - F[y(z), z, 1/V''(z)]2zdz, a ̂  t ̂  T.
-̂ 0
lA
In particular, with J]=y(T),








2(t) > F ÿ(z),z,l/y"(z)]2zdz,
Jy(t)
and the use of property (2.5a) then shows that
(3.14) y'2(t) 2: r F(z)2zdz, a < t ̂  T.
Jy(t)
Now
and,in view of (3.14), it follows that
r f ̂  A. -7 /?T - a ^ ( F(z)2zdz) ^  y'(t)dt.
3a Jy(t)
By a change of variable of integration, with y(a) = 0, y(T) =7̂ , this 
takes the form
(3.15) T - a £ r^( r^F(z)2zdz)"^/^dy,
3q Jy
15
and the substitution j =Y[v, followed by the substitution z =>73, 
leads to
•1 rl.




,-1/2.ŝ)2sds)'̂ ‘dv + r  ( 1  F(rjs)2sds) ’~dv 
' J l /2 J v
f if F(//s)2sds) ^/^dv + r (f F(̂ )j)2sds)~̂ ^̂ dv.
Jo Jl/2 Jl/2 Jv 2
Consequently,
+ sin ^ 1 - sin”^i = +1 ) ,
and thus
(3.16) T - a ̂  K(F(W)"^^^, K = \{JT + /3)
In order to make use of this inequality, we need to show that 
) 7 00 as fX-̂ oo. From (3.12') it follows that
(3.17) = y'̂ (T) + J^F[7(z),z,l/7'(z)]2zdz,
16
and hence, by (2.5a),
2 ? V
a ^ y'̂ (T) + F(z)2zdz, 
^0
Ey (2.5c), F(z) is non-decreasing on [o, })], and consequently




As noted above, y'(T) = 0 if a < T < b, while if T = b, the fact that 
y'(t) is decreasing on [a,T] implies that y'(T) < Thus, in either
case,
OSjr'iT)*^ bi-
It then follows from (3.18) that
//(̂  ̂//̂ [(b-a)"2 + f(7)],
and therefore T\-*-ao as yW.-*-*» . Now (3.16) and (2.5d) imply that 
(T - a) -*-0 as T}-*~ co , and consequently that (T - a) *»0 as -̂*-oo.
In particular, there exists an M > 0 such that implies T b.
Assume that y/ >M so that T < b. Then, as noted previously, 
y'(T) = 0 and T < If t̂  is defined as
= sup {r |Të(T,^), y(t) > 0 for all t 6 (T,T) } ,
then, since y(T) > 0, it follows that T < t̂  ̂  /3̂ . If t̂  then y(t)
and y'(t) are defined at t = t]_; if t̂  = y3̂, then y(t) has no zeros on
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(a,y!̂ ), so that Lemma 3.1 implies that = h and y(t) can be continued 
to the closed interval [a,b] as a solution of (2.l), and y(tj) and y'(t-j_) 
are defined by this extension. Thus, in either case, y(t̂ ) and y'(t̂ ) 
exist; in particular, if t̂  c it follows from the definition of t̂  
that y(tj) = 0.
Multiplying both sides of (2.l) by 2y' and integrating, and 
using the fact that y'(T) = 0, we find that
f t(3.19) y'2(t) + F[s,y(s),y'(s)] 2y(s)y'(s)ds = 0, T £ t t;j_.
JT
Since y(t) > 0 on (T,t-[̂), (2.1) implies that y"(t) 0 on (T,t]_), so
that y'(t) is decreasing on [l̂ t̂ ], and consequently, y'(t)< 0 on 
(T,t]̂ j. Thus y(s) is strictly decreasing on [T̂ t̂ ), so the function 
z-y(s), T i s ^ t ^ ,  has an inverse s = ̂ (z), y(t̂ ) ̂  z = y(T). 
Substitution in (3.19), followed by the use of (2.5a), then yields
(3.20) y'2(t) >  F(z)2zdz.
Jy(t)
Now
r^i f h  -y'(t)dt
SO, from (3.20),
t. - Tr^f F(z)2zdz) y' (t)dt .
 ̂ ^T 'Jy(t) .
Changing the variable of integration and using y(T) = )̂ gives
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(3.21) t, - T ^  / (I F(z)2zdz)"^/^dy ~  [  ( f  F(z)2zdz)"^/^dy.
 ̂ 4 ( \ ) 4  "'o 4
The right-hand side of inequality (3.21) is precisely the same as that 
of inequality (3.15), and hence the same steps that led to (3.16) now 
lead to the inequality
(3.22) t̂_ - T ̂  K (F(J/̂ ))"̂ /̂ , K=|(7T + V3).
Together, (3.16) and (3.22) imply that
(3.23) ti - a £  Ki (F(|;?))‘ /̂̂ , = 2K.
It follows from (2.5d) and (3.23) that (t̂  - a) ̂  0 as and
hence that (t̂  - a) ^ 0  as jU-̂ oo, since as œ.
Thus, for sufficiently large positive /À, the value t̂  exists
and satisfies t̂  b. Because t̂  ̂<:. b implies that y(t̂ ) = 0, there
exists an > 0 such that if yW then y(t) = 3̂ (t) has at least 
one zero on (a,b).
To obtain an inequality for t̂  - a directly in terms of fi, we 
recall that if T •<= b then y'(T) = 0. With y'(T) = 0, (3.18) becomes
(3.24) F(f?).
Now Î'(̂J) increases from 0 to oo as /J increases from 0 to oo, so for 
every ̂  S: 0 there exists a unique U = U(yU) such that
(3.25) f  F(U).
U(yM) is an increasing function of yU on [O, oo) and satisfies U(0) = 0,
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U(yu) oû as jl-*^oo. From (3.24.) and (3.25) and the monotoneity of
V
(3.28) y'2(t^) 5:j"^F(z)2zdz =V^(^).
F, it follows that
(3.26) /)= )](jU) > U(M),
which, with (3.23) and the monotoneity of F, implies that
(3.27) t̂  - a :£ (F[|u(/̂ )])-̂ /2,
which is the desired inequality.
For so that t̂  & (a,b) and y(t )̂ = 0, we also obtain
an inequality for |y'(t̂ )j in terms of yU; indeed, if y(t̂ ) = 0, 
inequality (3.20) implies that
'0
The function V(̂ ) = .y/v̂ (/?) thus defined in an increasing function of 
on [0,oo), with V(0) = 0, V(/?) oo as Consequently, by (3.28)
and (3.26), we have
(3.29) (y'(t )̂|2: V(;?) 2  V(U(/4)) s  W(yW).
The function W(yu) thus defined is also increasing on [O, oo) and 
satisfies ¥(0) = 0, W(̂ ) oo as fX-̂ ao', hence (3.29) implies |y'(t-|̂)|-»-c 
as y/*- oo .
It has been assumed above that y'(a) =// >0. If yK-̂ O, a 
similar discussion holds. In this case the results corresponding to
(3.27) and (3.29) are
(3.27') t̂  - a - K ^  (F[k(|/a|)])" /̂ ,̂
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(3.29') :> W(̂ u|).
With U, W, and as above, we have the following theorem, 
which has just been proved for the case n = 1:
THEOREM 3.2. Let F(t,y,r) ^  continuous on D and satisfy 
conditions (l) aud (ll). For yi 6 R, let 3̂ (t) ^  ;yie unique solution 
of the initial value problem defined on [a,y^). Then, for each 
positive integer n, there exists au > 0 such that if yU >M^ then 
ŷ (t) has at least n distinct zeros on (a,^).
For yU >-M̂ , if tQ,t^,...,t̂  are the first n + 1 zeros of ŷ (t) 
on [a, , arranged so that a = tg t̂  ... < t̂ ,̂ and if dj = yj ( tj ),
(j = 1,2,...,n), then
(i) I > Ŵ (/(), (j = 1,.. .,n), and
(ii) ^j-^j-1 - Ki{KjuW'j-^(yU)]}'̂ /^, (j = l,...,n),
where the exponent denotes repeated composition of functions and 
denotes the identity function on [0,oo).
The theorem has been proved for the case n = 1. Suppose that 
it holds for n = k, and for let y(t) be the corresponding
solution of ly ôn [a,y0̂ ). If d^ = y'(t̂ ), where tĵ is the zero 
of y(t) on (a,yĝ ), then d^ ̂  0, because of the assumption that (i) 
holds for n = k. We restrict attention to the case in which d̂  > 0, 
since the discussion for the case d^ ̂  0 is similar. With d^ > 0, 
define
\+l = 8up{T|T€[t^,y^), y'(t) > 0 ̂  ^  t 6 [tj,,̂ )) .
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Then is a function of fJi for ^ >M^, and by arguments similar to
those used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, either so that
y(Tĵ l̂) and y' exist end y'(T̂ +i) = 0, or T̂ +  ̂= b and y(t) can
be extended to [a,b] as a solution of (2.1), so that and
y'(Tĵ ^̂ ) can be defined by equations similar to equations (3.4).
Let = y(Tĵ +2.)* The argument used in the case n = 1 to
derive the inequality (3.16), with a,jÀ,ïl, and T replaced by t̂ , dĵ, 
^k+1’ '̂ k+1’ respectively, now shows that
(3.30) T̂ ^^ - tĵ ̂  K(F[l)7k+i])'̂ /̂ , K = j (7T + t/3).
The argument used following (3.16) to show that j f j t r - o o a . s  f J L ^ o o  now
shows that as d^ •♦-oo. From (i), with n = k, and the
properties of W, we have jd̂ J -»» <»o as jJi-̂ oo, and hence <5° as
fA->-oe>. Therefore, from (3.30), T̂ +̂  - tĵ 0 as jU-^oo. From (ii),
with n = k, it follows that t̂  - a •*•0 as // œ. Consequently,
= l^^oc[C^k+l - k̂) + - a)] = 0,
so Tj^+]_6 for sufficiently large yU >0.
As noted above, y'(\+]_) = 0 if T%.+i -= b, and for yx large
enough so that Tj^+]_b it follows, as in the proof of the inequality
(3.26), that
(3.31) 2=0(4%),
where U is the function defined by (3.25). Then (3.30) and (3.31) 
imply
(3.32) ?k+l - t%:=K(F[lu(dk)])"l/2.
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Next, for <■ b, we define
\ + l  ~ 7(b) >  0 for all t 6 (T,r)} .
It follows, as in the proof for the case n = 1, that either t̂ .̂  ̂ =
^  = b and y(t) can be extended to [a,b] as a solution of (2.l), or
b, in which case and y(bĵ .̂]_) = 0.
It now follows as in the proof of (3.22) that
V l  - K (F[i
and hence that
(3.33) t%+i - T%+i 3  K (F[llKdk)])-l/2.
From (3.32) and (3.33), it then follows that
tk+1 - t k ^  %(F[lu(d^)])"^'^^ %  = 2K,
and application of (i), with n = k, then gives the inequality
V l  - t k ^  K^(F[luwk(/W)])-l/2,
where denotes repeated composition of the function W defined by
(3.29). Thus (ii) holds for n = k + 1.
Since (ii) holds for n = k + 1 and UŴ (/X) ■*- 00 a.s /I 4» œ,  
there exists an ^  0 such that if yx > then b, so that
\ + l “̂  7(bk+i) = 0. Thus implies that the solution
of has at least k + 1 zeros in (a,^).
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Finally, for so that and y(t%+i) = 0, it
follows as in the oroof of (3.29) that
(3.34) > W(dk).
Then (3.34) and (i), with n = k, and the fact that W is an increasing 
function, imply that
I dk+]l =
so that (i) holds for n = k + 1. Thus we have shown that if the theorem 
holds for n = k, and if d^ > 0, then the theorem holdg for n = k + 1.
Since for dj^< 0 the desired result follows by a similar 
argument, the result of the theorem follows by induction.
4. Existence theorems for the boundary problems B and Bq .
The boundary problem B, restated here for reference, is
y" + yF(t,y,y' ) = 0, a ̂  t ̂  b,
B;
y(a) = 0 = y(b).
Using the results of Section 3, we now prove the following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F(t,y,r) ^  continuous on D and satisfy 
conditions (l) and (ll). Then there exist values (n = 1,2,...),
0 < ..., such that for each n the solution y (t)
of the initial value problem I is defined on [a,b], has exactly 
n - 1 zeros on (a,b), and is a solution of the boundary problem B.
For each /I € R, let ŷ (t) be the unique solution of the 
initial value problem 1^ defined on the largest possible subinterval of 
[a,b]. If :̂ (t) is not defined for all t € [a,b], its domain is then
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a half-open interval [a,^), as noted in the remarks preceding Theorem
3.1.
Given a positive integer n, we define
fX̂  = sup I m I m > 0; if 0 -*/W< m then ;̂ (t) is defined on [a,b] and has
at most n - 1 zeros on (a,h)} .
Such values of m 5- 0 exist, by Theorem 3.1, so > 0, and Theorem 3.2 
implies that < M̂ , where is defined as in Theorem 3.2, so 
Immediately from the definition of the following condition holds:
(C): If 0 < yU then ŷ (t) is defined on [a,b] and vanishes at
most n - 1 times on (a,b).
Suppose the solution y (t) of L. is not defined on [a,b]. By Lemma
^ n ^n
3.1, 3̂  (t) then has infinitely many zeros on its domain [a,y^). There­
fore we may choose (xié[a,3̂  ) such that y (w) t 0 and y (t) vanishes n
n ^n rn
times in (a,u)). By Lemma 3.2, there exists a 6̂  ̂> 0 such that if
l^-^nl"^ Ôf then 3̂ (t) is defined on [a,w] and has n zeros in (a,(b).
Thus if ~ then ŷ (t) has n zeros in (a,tü), which con­
tradicts condition (C). Therefore ŷ (t) is defined on [a,b].
Next, suppose that y (t) has k zeros on (a,b) for some
"n
k > n - 1. Then Lemma 3.2 implies the existence of a ôg ̂ 0  such that
if I/U-- ^2 then ŷ (t) has at least k zeros on (a,b). Thus, if
~ ̂ 2 then 3̂ (t) has at least k zeros on (a,b), which contra­




Next we show that v (b) = 0. Assume the contrary, and let k 
/̂ n
be the number of zeros of y (t) on (a,b). By the above, k -£ n - 1. By
Mn
Lemma 3.2, there exists a 6^ > 0 such that if \ĵ ~ t h e n  5̂ (t) 
is defined on [a,b] and has exactly k zeros in (a,b). For m satisfying
it follows that if 0 m then is defined on
[a,b] and has at most n - 1 zeros on (a,b). This contradicts the defi­
nition of jÛ , and therefore yĵ (b) = 0.
Now with y (b) = 0, supoose that y (t) has exactly k zeros 
^n rn
in (a,b), where k-c n - 1. Then Lemma 3.2 assures the existence of a
8̂  > 0 such that if ~/̂ nl then ŷ (t) is defined on [a,b] and has
either k or k + 1 zeros in (a,b). Since k + 1 é n - 1, this leads, as
in the preceding paragraph, to a contradiction of the definition of
Therefore y (t) has at least n - 1 zeros in (a,b). 
rn
Combining these results, we conclude that ̂ ^ > 0  and that 
y_ (b) = 0 and y (t) has exactly n - 1 zeros in (a,b). Since n was an 
arbitrary positive integer, these results hold for n = 1,2,... . The 
fact that jUjjj for n -= m follows from the definition of and yUĵ,
and since y (t) has exactly n - 1 zeros on (a,b), it follows that
rn
for n < m, which completes the proof of the theorem.
The boundary problem B^ is defined by
Bq :
y" + yF(t,y,y ' ) = 0, a^ t=s b, 
y(a) = 0 = y'(b).
THEOREM 4.2. Let F(t,y,r) ^  continuous on D and satisfy
conditions(l) and (ll). Then there exist values (n = 1,2,...),
0 < ‘ ^n ■ * ' ’ that for each n the solution y (t) ofA>->
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the initial value problem I. is defined on [a,b], has exactly n - 1
'̂n
zeros on (a,b), and is a solution of the boundary problem Bq .
For each /U&R, let ŷ (t) be defined as in the proof of
Theorem 4-.1. For each positive integer n, let be as in Theorem 4.1,
so that y (t) is a solution of the boundary problem B with precisely
"n
n - 1 zeros on (a,b), and yĵ (t) exists on [a,b] for all positive 
Then ŷ  (b) ^ 0, and we define
= inf [<r |cr<̂ ,̂ ŷ (b)j^ (b) > 0 for CT̂  fA ̂  .
From the continuity of y[(t) as a function of (t,/i), y'(b) is contin-fX I ^
uous in JU, and consequently y/.(b)y' (b) > 0 for all u sufficiently near 
' r Hn '
Hn’ & '
If y I (b)y' (b) > 0, then, by the continuity of y,l(b) with 
^n f'n ^
respect to j A , there exists a 8̂  > 0 such that if 6^ then
y'(b)y' (b) > 0. Thus y'(b)y' (b) > 0 for X — 6-,^ U U  , which con-
M n rn
tradicts the definition of A , and therefore y' (b)y' (b) - 0. If
<̂n /̂ n
y' (b)y' (b)-c 0, then, by the continuity of y'(b) in IX, there exists 
An /̂ n P '
a 6̂  0 such that y^(b)y^ (b) 0 for IjJ.- Â l &2> &nd, in particu­
lar, for X^^ jji c. + ^2’ This contradicts the definition of Â , and
it follows that y' (b)y' (b) = 0, so that y' (b) = 0.
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If k is the number of zeros of y. (t) on (a,b), condition (C)
of the proof of Theorem 4.1 implies that k - n - 1. It will be shown
that the assumption that k < n - 1 leads to a contradiction of the
definition of Â , so that k = n - l .  Ifk<^n-1, then since y' (b) = 0,
Ap
we have y. (b) ^ 0, and it follows from Lemma 3.2 that y,.(t) has exactly
Ap P
k zeros in (a,b) for all ̂  sufficiently near Â . Because y (t) vanishes
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exactly n - 1 times in (a,b), it follows from Lemma 3.2 and condition (C) 
of the proof of Theorem 4-.1 that ;̂ (t) has exactly n - 1 zeros in (a,b)
for all jx in some interval . Then, if T is defined as
T = inf { I - O'^ fJ.̂, ŷ (t) has exactly n — 1 zeros in
(a,b) for ,
it follows from the preceding remarks that
Let h be the number of zeros of ŷ (t) in (a,b). If (b) f 0,
then Lemma 3.2 implies that ŷ (t) has exactly h zeros in (a,b), for
all IX sufficiently near and it then follows from the definition of
If that h = n - 1. Thus there exists a 6̂  > 0 such that if QT- 6^
then (t) has exactly n - 1 zeros on (a,b), which contradicts the defi-
nition of 'îf; therefore ŷ (b) =0.
Since ŷ (b) = 0, Lemma 3.2 implies that for H sufficiently near 
'S, yjy(t) has precisely h or h + 1 zeros in (a,b), and it then follows 
from the definition of that either h = n - l o r h  + l = n -  l. If 
h = n - 1, then ;̂ (t) has exactly n - 1 or n zeros in (a,b) for fX. 
sufficiently near and since ŷ (t) has at most n - 1 zeros in (a,b) 
for jX̂, it follows that there exists a 8̂  0 such that if
'Ï- 5̂  yU 3" then 3̂ (t) has exactly n - 1 zeros in (a,b), which con­
tradicts the definition of Therefore, h + 1 = n - 1, so that yy(t) 
has exactly n - 2 zeros in (a,b) and satisfies ŷ (b) = 0, while (t)
has exactly n - 1 zeros in (a,b) and satisfies y (b) = 0. Since all
<"n
the zeros of y (t) and y (t) are simple zeros, it follows that
M-n '3'
ŷ (b);̂ ' (b)-î: 0, and since '3’>A^, this contradicts the definition of
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Aĵ . Thus the assumption that k n - 1 has led to a contradiction, so 
k = n - 1, and the proof is complete.
It may be noted that, under the hypotheses of Theorems 4*1 and
4.2, there also exist negative values 0 =»• >■ ... ..., and
^n» 0 > >- ... -> A n > •••> such that the conclusions of Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 hold for the corresponding solutions y and y> of the initial
^n ^n
value problems I and Ij, , (n = 1,2,...). To obtain these results, we 
rn '̂ n̂
first note that, if F(t,y,r) satisfies conditions (l) and (ll), then 
G(t,y,r) = F(t,-y,-r) also satisfies conditions (l) and (ll), and, if 
y(t) is a solution of y" + y G(t,y,y') = 0, then 'u(t) = -y(t) satisfies 
the equation u" + uF(t,u,u') = 0. The application of Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2 to the differential equation y" + y G(t,y,y') = 0 then gives the 
desired conclusions. Similar remarks hold concerning Theorems 3.1 and
3.2.
5. M  alternate proof of some results of Nehari. This section 
is devoted to the boundary problems
y" + yF(t,y^) = 0, a-^ t
(5.1)
y(a) = 0 = y(b),
and
y" + ̂ p(t)y + yF(t,y^) = 0, a é t b,
(5.2)
y(a) = 0 = y(b),
where yU is a non-negative parameter and p(t) and F(t,s) satisfy condi­
tions to be stated below.
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The main result of this section is Theorem 5.1 below. This 
result is included in Theorems 2.1 and 7.1 of Nehari [6]. The matter 
of interest here is the alternate method of proof, which employs a 
variational problem with an inequality side condition and makes a some­
what more extensive use of variational ideas than does Nehari's argument.
Let p = p(t) be a continuous function on [a,b] satisfying p(t)=-0 
for all t € [a,b]. Let F = F(t,s) be defined on A: a ̂ t-^ b,
0 ^ s oo , and satisfy the following conditions:
(5.3a) F(t,s) is continuous on A,
(5.3b) F(t,s) >  0 for all (t,s) 6 A  such that s > 0,
(5.3c) there exists a ?T>0 such that if 0 ŝ  c  sg <. oo, then
s^”'̂ F(t,S]_) — S2~"^F(t,S2) for all t 6 [a,b],
(5.3d) the partial derivative Fg(t,s) exists and is continuous for
all (t,s) è A,
The existence of F̂ (t,s) was not assumed by Nehari, so because 
of this extra hypothesis. Theorem 5.1 does not include the corresponding 
results of Nehari.
THEOREM 5.1. Given ̂ — 0, and p and F satisfying the above 
conditions, the boundary problem (5.2) has a solution which does not 
vanish on the open interval (a,b) if and only if where is the
smallest proper value of the system
y" +«.p(t)y = 0, a ̂  t ^  b,
(5.4)
y(a) = 0 = y(b).
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In particular, the boundary problem (5.l) has a solution which does not 
vanish on (a,b).
The proof of this theorem will be given following some 
preliminary definitions, two lemmas, and the statement of the variational 
problem to be used in the proof. Several of the early steps in the dis­
cussion below parallel certain stages of Nehari's argument [5], [6], and 
Nehari's notation has been used wherever possible.
The class of functions of integrable square on [a,b] will be 
denoted below by (Z^[a,b]. We define
(5.5) G(t,s) = r F(t,j-)d(r, (t,s) 6 A,
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and
(5.6) P(t,s,/̂ ) = F(t,s) +yUp(t), (t,s)ëA, yue[0,«>o).
For fUSiO, let denote the variational problem of minimizing 
the functional
(5.7) J[y] = f [y^(t)F(t,y^(t)) - G(t,y^(t))]dt
-'a
subject to the conditions
(5.Sa) y is a.c. on [a,b], and y' £ X2[a,b],
(5.Sb) y(a) = 0 = y(b),
(5.8c) y(t) ^  0 on [a,b],
fh
(5.8d) ‘p[y,/̂ ] = I [y'2(t) y2(t)P(t,y2(t),^0]dt ^0.
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For convenient reference, the class of functions satisfying 
conditions (5.8a-c) will be denoted and for ^ > 0  the class of
functions in ^  which also satisfy (5.8d) will W  denoted
LEMMA 5.1. If F(t,s) satisfies conditions (5.3), then for 
each t 6 [a,b], F(t,s) is a continuous, strictly increasing function of
s on 0 - s <<*2, with lim^^QF(t,s) = 0 a M  lim^_^Jf’(t,s) = «» . Also,
Pg(t,s) > 0 for all (t,s) € A  with s >0.
The first statement of the lemma follows immediately from 
conditions (5.3a-c). To prove that F̂ (t,s) >  0 for all (t,s) é A ,  one 
notes that (5.3c) implies
9 (F(tÿl) = s“'̂ F (t,s) - ?fs-‘̂-lF(t,s) ̂  0,
and hence
Fg(t,s) ̂  '3's F̂(t,s).
If s >0, then s~^F(t,s) > 0  by (5.3b), and '2T>0 by hypothesis, so 
that Fg(t,s) >  0 for all (t,s) € A  with s >■ 0.
LEMMA 5.2. Let W  the smallest proper value of the system
(5.4-). Then there exists a continuous, strictly increasing function 
defined on 0 - <  oo and satisfying Y(0) = 0,
lim̂ _̂ ĵ '3''(>?) = such that if 0 - then
rb
(5.9) I y'^(t)dts for y € «4̂ .





(5.10) y (t) ̂  (t-a) I y'2(t)dt, a ̂  t ̂  b.
Condition (5.8d) and definition (5.6) imply that for y €






/3(y) = / y' (t)dt, 
J
inequality (5.10) may be written as 
(5.10') y2(t)2/g(y)(t-a).
By Lemma 5.1, F(t,s) is increasing in s for each t € [a,b], and it then 
follows from (5.10') and (5.11) that, if y é
rb rb 2
(5.12) /6(y) - I /0(y)(t-a)F[t,A(y)-(t-a)]dt + yU/ y (t)p(t)dt.
Ja ' Ja
To simplify (5.12), we define
rb
$(A) = I (t-a)F[t, A(t-a)]dt, 0 ̂  A 
Ja
oo.
From Lemma 5.1, it is clear that $= $ (A) is a continuous, strictly 
increasing function of A on [0,oo), and that $(0) = 0 and $(A)-*» o«
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as A-*-®®. The inequality (5.12) can then be written as
(5.12’) /3(y) -/i(y) §[^(y)] + m J  y ^ ( t ) p ( t ) d t .
For y 6 condition (5.8c) implies that ̂ (y) > 0, and division by
/S(y) in (5.12') yields the inequality
(5.13) I - ^ [/5(y) ] + lju//3(y) ] J y2(t)p(t)dt if y €
By a classical result, the least proper value of (5.4) is
given by
■b „ 1 rrb
yeJ9 Ja
= min [J  y'2(t)dt ] [J" ŷ (t)p(t)dtj  ̂,
(see, for example, [7; $§1, 3(f)]). Therefore
ŷ l - / 3 { y ) {  j  ŷ (t)p(t)dt)"̂ for y  e
and consequently
fb p
(5.14) J  y (t)p(t)dt:S ^3(y)^Wq f b r  y e  ^ 9 ,
which, with (5.13), implies that
(5.15) 1-/4^q ̂  $[/6(y)] if y € 4*
Let Ÿ=Ÿ(>^), 0 — «5, be the inverse of the function $. Then 'î'is
a continuous, increasing function on [0,«=) such that Y(0) = 0 and 
as Yl-̂ oe>. Therefore, by (5.15),
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j2,{j) ■> t{l-ix/n̂ ) if y €4^,
which completes the proof of the lemma.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1: For some fixed ^>0, let yg = yg(t) be
a solution of the boundary problem (5.2) such that yg(t) does not vanish 
on (a,b). We wish to show that where jJiĵ is the smallest proper
value of (5.4). If 0, this is trivial, since /Ij ^0. If yx>0 
the proof is essentially the same as that given by Nehari [6; p. 228], 
and is repeated here for completeness. If ^ > 0, then yg is a solution 
of the linear systenr
y" + H  [p(t) + /l'̂ F(t,yg) ]y = 0, a ̂  t b,
y(a) = 0 = y(b).
Suppose that Then
yU[p(t) +/I“^F(t,yQ(t)) J 2:^p(t) &yU^p(t), a ^  t^ b,
with strict inequality holding except at t = a and t = b. It follows 
from Sturm's comparison theorem (see Ince [3, p. 228]) that yg('C) = 0 
for some t€(a,b), which is a contradiction, so that necessarily.
The proof of sufficiency is divided into two parts:
Part I: If the variational problem has a solution.
Part II: Everv solution of the variational problem is a
solution of the boundary problem (5.2), and such a solution does not 
vanish on (a,"b).
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In order to establish Part I, let jX satisfy 0 ̂  where




,s) = / F(t,(r)dcr= / cT̂ cr F(t,a‘)dcr,
Jo Jo
and hence, by (5.3c) that
(5.17) G(t,s)- s~'̂ F(t,s) fcr^dcr= (l+3‘)~^sF(t,s).
Jo
Consequently, for all y e JJ, the functionaUCyj of (5.7) satisfies the 
inequality
■b
J[y] - ?(l+?)"^ I y^(t)F(t,y^(t)) dt, 
J a
and application of (5.6) then shows that
b
(5.18) J[y]^?(l+7)  ̂j  y^(t){p[t,y^(t),/x]-^p(t)}dt.
From (5.8d) and (5.18) one obtains, for all y € 0̂  , the inequality
•b 
' a
(5.19) J[y] - 3'(l+'3')"̂  r [y'2(t) -/<y^(t)p(t) ]dt.
•J
Inequality (5.17) also implies that
sF(t,s) - G(t.s) SQ for all (t,s)€A,
so that it follows from definition (5.7) that J[y] — 0 for all j € , 
and hence inf{j[y]: y e.^] exists. Let ŷ̂ j, (n = 1,2,...) be a sequence
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of functions satisfying 7n ̂  (n = 1,2,...), and
(5.20) lim^^J[yJ = inf {j[y]:
The sequence {j[y%]} is bounded, so from (5.19) there exists a constant 
<X> 0 such that
rb
(5.21) I [y%2(t) -^y2(t)p(t)]dt ̂  od, (n = 1,2,...).
-'a
From (5.2l) and (5.14), it then follows that
rb rb





(̂ ) - k, (n = 1,2,...),
Ja
where k = (%/(l-y/^^). It follows from (5.10) and (5.22) that
ŷ (t) ^ k(t-a) ^ k(b-a), a :£ t ̂  b, (n = 1,2,...),
and thus the sequence {ŷ j is uniformly bounded on [a,b].
For arbitrary t]_ and t2 on [a,b], the Schwarz inequality, 
together with inequality (5.22), implies that, for n = 1,2,...,
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i y n t t g )  -  = (f  ^ 7 n ^ t ) d t ) ^  i I t g - t j f  ^ y à ^ ( t ) d t
Jti Jti
-  | t 2 - t i l  f  7 n ^ ( t ) d t  
-'a
- k |t2-tj,
from which it follows that the sequence {y^} is equicontinuous on [a,b]. 
The Ascoli theorem then implies that has a subsequence, also denoted
by {y-̂ \, (n = 1,2,...), which converges uniformly on [a,b] to a function 
7q. This sequence has, in turn, another subsequence, which will still 
be denoted by {ŷ |, (n = 1,2,...), such that (ŷ j converges weakly 
in cT2[a,b] to ŷ  € «^[a,b], and yg is a.c. on [a,b] and satisfies 
yg(a) = 0 = yg(b), (see [8; §§32, 99]). By the bounded convergence 
theorem, j[ŷ ]̂ ■»-J[7 q] .̂s n-^«>, so, by (5.20), J[yg] = inf{j[y]; y € ^ ^ ] .  
Thus, to prove that yg is a solution of the variational problem 3̂ , it 
remains to show that yg €
It has already been shown that yg satisfies (5.8a) and (5.8b).
To show that'yg satisfies (5.8d), we note first that, for n = 1,2,...,
f  7n ^ (t)d t  = f  [y ^ (t )  -  y g ( t ) ]^ d t  +  2  f  y ^ ( t )y g ( t )d t  -  f  y^ 2 (t)d t;
■Ja Ja Ja Ja
the first term on the right is non-negative for n = 1,2,..., and the
*2second term converges to 2 I yg (t)dt as n-» o o ,  by the weak convergence
JaI Iof y^ to 7g. It then follows that
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b rb
(5.23) S jT yô^(t)dt
-3a -3a
Also, by the bounded convergence theorem,
(5.24) 72^t)P[t,y^(t),^]dt = r yQ(t)P[t,yQ(t),yU]dt,
3a 3 a
and, therefore, if <j)[y,̂ I is the function defined in condition ($.8d),
(5.25) lim infn̂ <j)[ŷ ,/i] 2 (fEyg,/!].
Since y^ a (n = 1,2,,..), y^ satisfies (5.8d), so that - 0,
and thus it follows from (5.25) that <l>[yQ,/̂ ]- 0, and yg satisfies _
(5.8d).
Finally, since (5.8d) holds for each ŷ . Lemma 5.2 implies
that
0 < -tCl-yU/ff̂ ) s f y%2(t)dt f ŷ (t)P[t,ŷ (t),yU]dt, (n = 1,2,...), 
Ja Ja
and consequently, by (5.24),
J ygp[ t,y§(t),yUjdt 2  1(1-/^^^) > 0.
Therefore yg(t) ^ 0 on [a,b], and yg satisfies (5.8a-d), so yg 6
Consequently yg is a solution of the variational problem which
completes Part I of the proof of the theorem.
We proceed to establish Part II, that is, to prove that every 
solution of the variational problem 2^ is a solution of the corresponding
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problem (5.2). The first step is to show that,if jq € is a solution 
of , then ̂ [y-Q,yu] = 0. Condition (5.8d) implies — 0, and it
will be shown that the assumption that leads to a contra­
diction. For every real number q > 0, let
y(q) (t) = q-yQ(t), a ^ t t S  b.
Since y^ \̂(t) = ŷ ft), and
""9^/ - yQ(t)P(t,q^yg(t),^)]dt,
it follows that if 0 then (̂ [y(q̂ ,/t] <  0 for all q in some
neighborhood N of q = 1. If q 6 N, then so j[y^^^] ^  dEy^] =
inf -[j[y]: J ̂ ‘̂ju\ > from the minimizing property of yg. Thus, since 
j[y^^^]= j[yQ], the derivative vanishes at q = 1. Now
J[y(q)] = J" [q ŷo(t)F(t,q2y2(t)) - G(t,q^y^(t))]dt,
so that
ft)/ 2
= 2J yQ(t)Fg(t,yo(t))dt = 0.
Since Fg(t,s) is continuous and positive for all (t,s) é ùs. satisfying 
s > 0, this can hold only if yg(t) = 0 on [a,b], which contradicts 
(5.8c), since yg i Therefore 0[yg,yU] = 0, which was to be shown.
Since ŷ ,^] = 0, ŷ  minimizes j[y] in the subclass of 
consisting of those functions y in which satisfy [̂y,ylt] = 0. It
4-0
follows from the multiplier rule, (see [l; p. 202]), that there exist 
multipliers A]_, A2, not both zero, such that the function defined by
H(t,y,r) = X^[y^F(t,y^) - G(t,ŷ )j +
satisfies
rb
(5.26) I {Ĥ [t,yQ(t),7Q(t)]>](t) + Ĥ [t,yo(t),yô(t)])q'(t)}dt = 0
'a
for all (t) satisfying (5.8a) and (5.8b), and by the usual proof
of the Euler necessary condition in the calculus of variations, it 
follows that there exists a constant c such that
(5.27) Hp[t,yQ(t),y&(t)] - r Hy[r,yQ(t), = 0
— }
for t a.e. in [a,b]. By the definition of the function H, equation
(5.27) implies that
(5.28) zAgYoft) = l^^{2Aiy3(t)Fg[ir,yg(T)] - 2A2yo(T)P[l:,yo(t),^J
- 2k2jQi'C)VQ[X,ĵ {t),jx]\ dt+ c
for t a.e. on [a,b]. From (5.6), we have Pg(t,s, )̂ = Fg(t,s) for all 
(t,s) € A  , so that (5.28) simplifies to
(5.29) A2yo(t) = {(Ai-A2)y^(t)Fg[T7yo(t)] - A2yo(t)P[f,yo(t),^G]df+ c.
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If Ag = 0, then # 0, and (5.29) implies 
rt
/ 3̂ ("C)Fg«,y^(T)d{ = -c/Â  for t a.e. on [a,b].
-̂ a
This equation can hold only if c = 0 and yQ(t)= 0, a <t  ̂ b, which is 
a contradiction to Jq 6 and thus we have A? ^ 0.
Since the right-hand member of (5.29) is continuous and Â  ^ 0, 
it follows that y^ is an absolutely continuous function with derivative 
equal a.e. on [a,b] to a continuous function, and hence yQ is continuously 
differentiable. Thus (5.29) holds for all t € [a,b], which in turn implies 
that yg has a continuous second derivative, and
(5.30) A27o(t) = (Ai-A2)yo(t)Fg(t,y0(t)) - A2yo(t)P(t,yo(t),yU)
holds on fa,b]. We rewrite (5.30) as
(5.31) A2[y^(t) + yg(t)P(t,yg(t),ya) ] = (Ai-A2)y§(t)Fg(t,yo(t)).
Multiplication by ŷ  and integration yield the equation
A2{yo(t)yô(t) - r yA)dt + f y^(t)p(t,y^(t),^)dt} 
a -'a -̂a
(Al - A p )  f  y o ^ t ) F g ( t , y § ( t ) ) d t .
Ja
Since y . (a )  = 0 = yg(b), this simplifies to
A2
Ag r [yg2(t) - y2(t)p(t,y2(t),^)]dt = (Ag-A^) f y^(t)Fg(t,yQ(t))dt.
-'a a
The integral on the left is which has been shown to equal 0,
while the integral on the right is positive for yg e Therefore
= 0} so (5.31) implies that
yo(t) + yo(t)P(t,ŷ (t),/l) = 0, a ̂  t të: b.
From (5.6), this equation may be written as
Yq + ̂ p(t)yQ + yoF(t,yg) =0, a-S t ̂  b,
and y is thus seen to be a solution of the boundary problem (5.2). 
Thus, for arbitrary it has been shown that every solution in
•âpîof the variational problem ^  is a solution of (5.2).
Finally, we want to show that if yU à: 0 and yg 6 is a 
solution of then yg(t) ^ 0 on a t b. Suppose that yg is a 
solution of and that yg('T) = 0 for some T € [a,b]. By (5.8c), there 
exists a 2̂ S (a,t) or é (t̂ b) such that yg('l̂j_) ^ 0. Assume that 
€ (a,'T) and Yq('Cj_) > 0; if Xp 6 (t,h) or ygCCq)"^ 0, the proof is 
similar. Let
^  = inf (t|t 6 (t̂ jb), y(t) = O}.
Clearly yg(t) > 0 for all t € [T̂ , w), and yg(u)) = 0. It was shown above 
that yg is a solution of the boundary problem (5.2), and the form of 
the differential equation of (5.2), together with the hypotheses on p 
and F, implies that yg(t) 0 if yg(t) > 0, and hence yj(t) < 0 for
4-3
t CO. Therefore, jgCt) is decreasing on , so that by the
mean-value theorem there exists a tg 6 (T̂ ,a>) such that 7' ("̂2 ̂ and-
consequently y' ( w ) 0.
Now 7q € implies |yg| € ^ ,  and since JEyg] = J[ | yg I ],
the function jŷ j is also a solution of the variational problem
Therefore |ŷ [ is a solution of the boundary problem (5.2), so 
|yg| € C"[a,b]. But since yg(w) / 0 and yg(w) = 0, [ygl' is not defined 
at t = 0>, a contradiction. Therefore yg(t) does not vanish on (a,b), 
which completes the proof of Part II.
From the results of Parts I and II it follows that if 0 ̂  jU 
then the boundary problem (5.2) has a solution which does not vanish on 
(a,b). For pi= 0, (5.2) reduces to (5.1) and hence (5.1) has a solution 
which does not vanish on (a,b), which completes the proof of Theorem
5.1.
From the proof above and the necessity of the condition 
hi Theorem 5.1, one may note the following result:
COROLLARY. For ^ ̂  0, the variational problem ^  has a
solution if and onlv if where is the least proper value of
the svstem (5.4-).
6. A special case of equation (2.1). In this section the 
differential equation
(6.1) y" + yf(t,y) = 0,
with f(t,y) satisfying conditions given below, is shown to be a special 
case of equation (2.l), withF(t,y,r) satisfying conditions (l) and (ll).
UK
The function f(t,y) is assumed to be defined and continuous on 
Dq: a 6 t <  b, -ea c  Y  ^  i and to satisfy the following hypotheses;
(6.2a) f(t,y) z 0 for all (t,y) € Dq,
(6.2b) f(t,y) = 0 if and only if y = 0,
(6.2c) yg y^ 2 0 or ŷ  < 7]_ ̂  0 implies that f(t,yg) 2: f (t,y]_)
for every t 6 [a,b], '
(6.2d) = lim^_J‘(t,y) = +«» , for every t e [a,b],
(6.2e) for each (f,̂ ) €. D̂ , there is a neighborhood V of (f,̂ 0 such
that f(t,y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to y 
in VADq.
2It is readily verified that if f(t,y) = F(t,y ) for all (t,y) € D q , 
where F(t,s) is the function appearing in the boundary problem (5.1) and 
satisfying conditions (5.3), then f(t,y) satisfies conditions (6.2). 
Therefore the problem (5.1) is a special case of the boundary problem 
defined by the equation (6.1) with boundary conditions y(a) = 0 = y(b).
The conditions (6.2a, b, c, and e) are similar to conditions on 
assumed by Moroney [4.] in connection with the characteristic value
problem
y" + yd<t,y,A) = 0, 0 £ t ̂  1,
y(0) = 0, y'(0) = 1,
y(l) = 0.
However, in place of condition (6.2d), Moroney assumes a condition called
U5
the "regenerative property" which involves the behavior of 0( t , y ,A)  with 
respect to A.
In order to state the result of this section, the following 
definition is needed:
Given f(t,y) defined on Dq, define
(6.3) f(y) = sup f(t,y), f(y) = inf f(t,y).
a-̂ t̂ b a'̂ t̂ b
THEOREM 6.1. If f = f(t,y) is continuous on and satisfies 
conditions (6.2), and.if f and f are defined by (6.3), then f and f are 
continuous on - oo y <i c>o and satisfy conditions (2.5), and the func­
tion f(t,y,r) = f(t,y), (t,y) 6 D^, r é R, is continuous on D = [a,b]XRXR
and satisfies properties (l) and (II) of Section 2.
From the continuity of f(t,y) and from (6.2e), it is clear that 
f(t,y,r) is continuous on D and satisfies condition (ll). Thus we need
V A , .only show that f and f are continuous and that conditions (2.5) are 
satisfied.
It follows immediately from (6.2a) and (6.3) that 0 ̂  f(y)5 
f(t,y,r) £ f(y) for-all (t,y,r) € D, so that (2.5a) is satisfied.
If y = 0, then (6.2b) implies f(t,y) = 0 for--all t e [a,b], so
that f(y) = 0. Conversely, if f(ŷ ) = 0 for some Jq e R, then 'the con­
tinuity of f(t,yQ) on [a,b] implies the existence of a value 1q € [a,b] 
such that f(tQ,yg) = f̂ yg), and hence f(tg,yg) = 0, so that ŷ  = 0 by 
(6.2b). Thus f(y) = 0 if and only if y = 0. Similarly, f(y) = 0 if and 
only if y = 0, so (2.5b) is satisfied. ■ ■
To prove that f satisfies (2.5c), we note that if yg yi'Ê 0 
or yg > yi S: 0, then (6.2c) and (6.3) imply that
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The continuity of f(t,y2) on [a,b] implies that f(y2)= f(t,y2) for 
some t € [a,b], and it follows that f(y]_) ̂  f(y2), so that f satisfies
V
(2.5c). The proof for f is similar.
To prove that (2.5d) holds, it must be shown that f(y)
as y-*--t=«and as y -<=o. For M >• 0, condition (6.2d) implies that for
each t e [a,b] there exists a such that if y > then f(t,y) s M.
For fixed T  ̂  [a,b] and for E 0, the continuity of f implies the exis­
tence of a 6̂ '̂  0 (depending on g) such that if \t -Z\"^ 6^ and t € [a,b]
then f(t,B )̂ > f(T,B )̂ - 6. By property (6.2c), if y 2 B^ then
(6.4) f(t,y) 2 f(t,B̂ ) > f(t,B^) - £ 2 M - e
for 11-11 dç and t € [a,b]. Since the class of intervals ,
X e(a,b), is an open covering of the compact interval [a,bi], there is a 
finite set of intervals } (i = 1,...,K), whose union con­
tains [a,b]. If y > B = max^g^ : i = 1,--*,E}, then (6.4) implies that
f (t,y) 2 M - 6 for all t é [a,b], so that f(y) > M - for y 2 B. Since
this holds for arbitrary £ > 0, we have f(y) 2 M for y > B, which completes 
the proof of (2.5d). -
A VFinally, it must be shown that f and f are continuous. Given
y^ € R, let [ŷ j , (n = 1,2,...,), be a sequence of real numbers con­
verging to ŷ . For each n = 0, 1, 2,..., f(t,y^) is continuous on
a ̂  t £ b, so there exists a t̂  ̂6 [a,b] such that f(tĵ_,ŷ )̂ = f (y^). The
sequence [t̂ ,̂ (n = 1,2,...), has a subsequence, which we also denote by 
[t̂ }, converging to a point t^ in [a,b]. From the continuity of f(t,y)
47
it follows that
linin^^f(yn) = ,7q) >
and by definition of f, f(t^,yQ) 2 f(yg), so that
limn'.-oô (yn) ^ f(7o)-
Also, f(ŷ ) ̂  f(tQ,y )̂, (n = 1,2,...), hence
Therefore f(y^) “ f(yo), so that f is continuous. A similar
argument shows that f is continuous, which completes the proof of the 
theorem.
Thus the equations y" + y P(t,y2) = 0, where F(t,s) satisfies 
the conditions of Section 5, and y" + yf(t,y) = 0, where f(t,s) satis­
fies the conditions of the present section, are special instances of 
the equation (2.1) of Sections 3 and 4, so that the results of those 
sections apply to these equations.
.J
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